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The Healthiest Drinking Water 
Dear Duncan:  Having been in the

alternative health industry for over
36 years now, I have seen products
come and go.  It is rare indeed to
come across a product that not only
stands up to scientific scrutiny but
works in a practical sense as well.
I speak of the Wellness water filter.

My wife and I just renovated our
kitchen and decided to install the
Wellness unit.  We must say that
we have never experienced such a
joy from just drinking water.  We
have used and installed many other
types of filters over the years with
varying degrees of success in
obtaining "natural" water with that
special taste of fresh clean spring
water.

I have always said (and it is now
called "Shaw's Law"), "Put nothing
in your body unless it is natural and
can be found in Nature".  The
Wellness filter would be the closest
thing yet to fulfilling that circum-
stance.

The above statement is made with
good intentions, as the writer feels
that every reader of NEXUS should
have the opportunity to use a water
filter that is really fantastic.

Joshua Shaw, Queensland,
Australia, bionic@bigpond.net.au

Death Threats and Black Gold
NEXUS magazine is currently

publishing a two-part continuation
of my earlier two-part essay on
Project Hammer [see 9/01–02].   

I can say with some degree of
certainty that my investigation into
Project Hammer has caused con-
cern in some quarters.  Last
Saturday night/Sunday morning,
21/22 June, someone delivered to
my house a cheap-fibre briefcase
containing a litre bottle of petrol.
A further litre bottle of petrol had
been opened and poured over the
briefcase.  Next to it was a box of
matches that had been up-ended
and tipped out on the floor.
Nearby, another box of matches
had been similarly strewn about the
driveway.

This is the second death threat I
have received in the last seven
months.  Previously, in early
November last year, someone
delivered to precisely the same spot
on my driveway a dead pig's head,
a length of rope, a brick (very
masonic, à la Roberto Calvi) and a
blank bereavement card (and a cou-
ple of other items, too).

On at least a dozen occasions—
maybe as many as 20, now—the
gate leading to the side of my
house, which is always kept shut,
has been in an open position when
my wife and I have returned home
from visiting family, etc. 

This latest death threat was also
reported to the police.  Although I
was interviewed and lodged formal
complaints, the police appear to
have been all too casual and have
taken no real action.

Project Hammer reveals a
decades-old network that indirectly
connects to the JFK assassination
on one hand and 9-11 on another.
But Hammer's principal focus is
the gold plundered during WWII
by the Japanese and the Nazis and
how it has been used since WWII
in all manner of covert activities.
We are talking about a 60-year-old
slush fund that is currently valued
in the trillions of dollars.

It is here, in this maelstrom of
money, that one can see the con-
vergence of different but not alto-
gether unrelated interests:  the
intelligence community, organised
crime, awfully powerful and
wealthy families, transnational
businesses and members of the
political class.

It just may be that it is this WWII
black gold that is the binding
thread behind the numerous—but
seemingly unconnected—events of
past decades.

David Guyatt, UK, website
http://www.deepblacklies.co.uk

Horrors of Hurricane Andrew
[This letter was sent to author k.t.
Frankovich, who forwarded it to us
for publication.  Ed.]

I happened to be surfing for infor-
mation on hurricane Andrew, and
came upon your article [see
NEXUS 8/03 and our website].  I
was a volunteer rescue coordinator
for a coalition of humane societies
interested in helping the surviving
pets of hurricane Andrew survivors
by taking care of them until their
owners were able to do so.

I was in Cutler Ridge the day
after Andrew…and I saw every-
thing you described in your article.
I tried to tell many people about the
refrigerated trucks full of body
bags, but was told that I must have
been suffering from post-traumatic
shock, and that I really didn't see
what I thought I had seen.

I also saw National Guardsmen

randomly shooting and killing any
living animal they came into con-
tact with, as they had been told that
any animals which survived could
become contaminated with rabies.

I also saw the National Guard
shoot and kill someone I believe
was a migrant worker who was
hysterical, much the same as you
were. All I can say is that for
more than 10 years I have lived
with the horror I had witnessed,
only to be told it never happened.
Now you have changed all that.

I made three more trips to Miami
from my home in central Florida to
aid people I met during that first
trip, and have many more horror
stories that authorities have told me
"never happened".

At least now I know my night-
mares are more than that…they are
my remembrances of an experience
that will live with me forever.
Thank you for what you have done
for me.

Ann-Marie S., via k.t.
Frankovich, KFrnkovich@aol.com

Fluorescent Lighting Problems
G'day Duncan:  My family have

been readers of NEXUS since its
first edition, and we have been fol-
lowing many of these subjects for
over 40 years.

Your recent article on
Incandescent Light (10/04–05)
missed a bit.  Years ago, students in
the USA were looking at employ-
ment records and noted that those
who worked outdoors had a better
attendance record, fewer "sickies",
less marital discord, longer mar-
riages and better overall health, fer-
tility and work disposition.  Their
summary was that sunlight is great
for your health and that artificial,
predominantly fluorescent, lighting
is bad.  Why?

At about that time a researcher
was looking at the hypothalamus
gland in poultry, and found it had a
direct reaction to sunlight and
health benefits.  In studies it was
shown the same effect was in
humans too; as a result of those
studies it is now compulsory in
most US states for daylight spec-
trum light tubes to be used in fluo-
rescent lighting work areas, which
solved the problem.  This had been
well known for years by aquarium
owners who used that lighting to
keep their aquariums healthy, it
also works with terrariums.
(Conversely if your fish die and

indoor plants are crook, move them
away from your TV.)

All photographers know the prob-
lems of using artificial light—red
from tungsten bulbs, whites and
blues from most others, unless day-
light tubes and 3200 K tungsten
bulbs are used.  We have all seen
the pink-red fluoro tubes to
improve the appearance of meat in
butcher's shops.

A very important factor that is
often unknown is that it is very
common for people to become irri-
table when under non-daylight flu-
orescent tubes for long periods.  I
have seen very serious family dis-
cord cease when, on advice, all the
tubes were changed to daylight
spectrum.  Any readers who have
fluoro tubes should change them to
daylight spectrum; there is a very
real benefit.  

Cheers, Gil May, Tyalgum,
NSW, Australia, gilmay@
coolgold.com.au

Dangers of High-Voltage Lines 
Dear Duncan:  The rural commu-

nities of Tully and Innisfail in
north Queensland have since 1999
been opposing the Queensland
Government's desire to relocate
existing high-voltage transmission
lines from state forest to private
freehold land.

This is no different to what is
happening by stealth in other rural
areas, such as near Toowoomba
and the Coomera Valley on the
Gold Coast.

All of these people are hard
pressed to counteract such tactics in
what becomes an overwhelming
and all-consuming effort to save
your land, your children's lives and
those in your community.

I nursed by husband as he died
from leukaemia in 1997, and there
was then a credible wealth of
information in regard to the effects
of electromagnetic radiation and
there is even more now.

As the coordinator of the action
group preserving the rural valley
wedged between World Heritage–
listed reef and rainforest of north
Queensland, I communicate with
scientists around the world on this
issue. Most notable is Professor
Dennis Henshaw of Bristol
University, who is a member of the
UK National Radiological
Protection Board and is advancing
his studies of the links between
lung cancer and the corona effect
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produced by the ionising radiation
of high-voltage transmission
systems.

This reminds me of an instance
when I worked for the Northern
Territory Electricity Commission
in the mid-1980s, before I married
and before I'd heard of leukaemia.
Back then, when people like me
complained about the effects of
EMR, part of my duties was to
respond. In one of the instances at
the time, I recall signing
confidentiality clauses to access
United States electricity supply
authority records which stated that
the highest rates of leukaemia were
attributed to the high-voltage
transmission linesmen and
associated personnel.

The subsequent United States
Environmental Protection Agency
report was not released in the late
1980s—however, all around the
world, but most importantly in this
so-called "Smart State" of
Queensland, we are still faced with
compulsory resumption of freehold
land for government-owned rev-
enue-making community infra-
structure.  

Even as world evidence shows a
doubling of the rate of leukaemia in
children at exposures above four
milligauss, Australia has not
reviewed the 1989 ARPANSA
standards saying exposure is safe
at 1,000 milligauss. 

The governments have abrogated
all duty of care, and pursue wealth
before people's health. We, the
people, are again the unwitting
canaries in the coalmine.

Bonny Bauer, Tully, Qld,
Australia, bonnyb@bigpond.com

Side Effects of Specialists
Dear Duncan:  Your remarks in

the Editorial of NEXUS 10/04
regarding the proposed enquiry into
the safety of alternative medication
is a concerted effort by the medical
and pharmaceutical fraternity to
stamp out the ever-increasing com-
petition.  It would be more appro-
priate and necessary to have the
government initiate an enquiry into
the side effects of treatments and
drugs administered by our medicos.
I would like your readers to know
what happened to me recently.

At Easter, I was diagnosed with
prostate cancer.  It was classed by
the pathology laboratory as 9 on
the Gleason scale and a Grade C
prostate cancer.  Since pathology

stated that the cancer had already
spread outside the gland, surgery
was not an option.  The specialist
put me on hormonal therapy, i.e.,
Androcur-100, two tablets a day,
starting 17 April.  On the 30 April,
I saw the specialist again and he
told me to see him in three months'
time and have a blood test done
then.  

The blurb which comes with the
medication gives some side effects
such as tiredness and shortness of
breath as the most common.  I felt I
could live with that, and actually
did.  What it also stated was that
"Androcur-100 can rarely cause
severe damage to your liver, result-
ing in jaundice, hepatitis and, in
some cases, death".  The specialist
never even mentioned this during
the consultation.  I realised after-
wards that I could not possibly
accept the fact that he did not ask
to monitor the progress of the treat-
ment for a period of three months,
so I asked my GP to have monthly
blood tests done.  

On 31 May, six weeks after the
start of the treatment, the results of
the test showed my liver was dis-
eased. Needless to say, I immedi-
ately ceased taking the drugs.  Can
you imagine what would have hap-
pened to me if I had followed the
"specialist's" advice and taken the
medication for a further two
months?

Sincerely yours, Colin Zentveld,
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Earth's Frequency Changes OK
Duncan:  I read with interest your

recent article [10/03] which sug-
gested the Schumann resonance has
been rising from a frequency of 7
Hz to around 11 Hz; however, I see
no cause for concern.

The reason I believe this is
because of the impending magnetic
pole reversal.  The ionosphere has a
symbiotic relationship with the
Earth's magnetic field.  As the
Earth's magnetic field weakens
approaching such a pole-reversal
event, the ionosphere contracts
and—just as when, for instance, a
pipe is shortened in a pipe organ—
the resonant frequency rises.

This is not an inherently bad
thing and could have a significant
contribution to the evolution of our
species, as DNA changes due to
changing magnetic and cosmic ray
exposure will be specifically
enhanced during these cyclical

transitionary periods in time.
Regards, Aled Long,

schmal@utvinternet.com 

The Man-Made AIDS Agenda
Duncan:  Though it has probably

been documented before in your
excellent magazine, I feel the need
to put voice to some information
that has conveniently slipped under
the collective noses of the "conven-
tional" media.

It has been revealed, through the
declassification of top-secret mili-
tary documents and the shrewd
detective work of one Boyd E.
Graves, JD, that the plague of the
late 20th century, AIDS, was in
fact man-made [see Global News,
NEXUS 10/02].  

The United States' Special Virus
Program's 1971–1978 flowcharts,
discovered by Mr Graves in 1999,
detail a diabolical plot by the US
military to depopulate black popu-
lations in America and Africa.  The
AIDS virus, then described as a
"contagious cancer that selectively
kills", was attached as a comple-
ment to vaccines sent to Africa and
Manhattan.

This next-generation holocaust is
the dark legacy of Hitler, stemming
from the infamous Operation
Paperclip in which Nazi scientists
were given amnesty to work for the
US military.  It was undoubtedly
put into action by President Nixon,
whose 1969 and 1970 national
security memos regarding "over-
population" leave no doubt as to
the US government's attitude
towards black populations at the
time.

Boyd Graves has embarked on a
personal crusade to bring the indi-
viduals responsible for this atrocity
to justice, time and time again
bringing the case to Congress and
the Supreme Court and being
repeatedly turned away, the case
dismissed as "frivolous".

These claims can all be verified;
however, the volumes of informa-
tion involved are too great for me
to document here.  I highly recom-
mend that you visit http://www.
boydgraves.com for the full story.

J.E., cloakand_dagger@
lycos.com

Radiation from Light Ballasts 
Dear NEXUS:  In your article on

fluorescent light (10/03), it is not
made clear that high-frequency bal-

lasts generate a considerable
amount of radio-frequency radia-
tion.  Extensive use of this type of
lighting in schools and office build-
ings has become one of the most
ubiquitous (but little-known)
sources of electromagnetic pollu-
tion.  It could be reduced by shield-
ing, but manufacturers of light fix-
tures don't bother because to do so
would be prohibitively expensive.

Incidentally, the EMR
Association of Australia publishes
a quarterly newsletter of "no-
nonsense" information on health
effects of EM radiation; see
website http://www.emraa.org.au.

John Lankes, Virginia, USA

Private Oilwells Destroyed
Dear NEXUS Magazine:  In

1995, a group of men working for a
US senator and the governor of
Louisiana entered our south
Louisiana oilfield with guns and
attack dogs and began destroying
our 22 oilwells—our privately
owned oilwells.  We were held at
gunpoint while our oilwells were
destroyed by bulldozers, electric
pipe cutters and other types of
heavy equipment.  After the pump-
ing units were knocked down, the
wells themselves—all good, pro-
ductive oilwells—were filled with
cement.

No reason was given to us for the
action, and it was all done in the
face of a US federal law called
RCRA (Resources Conservation
and Recovery Act), which has been
in place since the 1930s and was
beefed up again in 1988.  The fed-
eral law specifically protects all US
oilwells, their owners, the ground
they sit on, and everything that
comes out of an oilwell which is
stated in the law as "oil, gas, pro-
duced saltwater and hydrocarbon-
bearing soils". 

After my husband filed several
lawsuits in federal court, he was
murdered.  I know it was the US
senator who called for my hus-
band's death.  (The governor who
was involved has since gone to fed-
eral prison on an unrelated charge.
The senator is still in office.)

I would like to write a story for
NEXUS about what happened and
who did it, and I can provide a few
pictures that I managed to take.  

Floy Hochenedel, LA, USA 
[Dear Floy:  Feel free to write your
amazing story and send it; hopeful-
ly I'll be able to publish it.  Ed.]
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